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Ajax McIntosh Model

The Ajax McIntosh Model is a multi-dimensional periodic table of elements modeled after the
symmetry of the Platonic solids. The Ajax Model is a more dynamic and non-linear
representation of the elements, compared to the classical Mendeleev model. It is based on
vibration, resonance and geometric symmetry.

Ajax McIntosh Model



In this model there are 12 electron shells1, with no subshells. The shells are based on
alternating regular and dual-paired Platonics, ascending in complexity. Each vertex and/or face
of any given Platonic geometric shape represents a potential specific element location.

The basic premise of this design is founded on the proton-electron pair as discussed in the
previous chapter: protons are attracted to each other; electrons are repelled from each other;
they are tethered together by a vortex tube all held in geometric order. Etheric wave patterns
drive each subsequent proton into existence - the cavitational strong force is attractive
symmetrically. The opposing repelling or emergent force of the electron is conversely
symmetrical - the vortex tubes sustaining the two forces in mirrored 3D shapes. The natural
result is symmetrically formed geometric shapes. As one shape is “maxed out” - max Platonic
symmetry - another is introduced. This is the birth of a new electron shell.

Universal Model
The Ajax Model of the atomic spectrum is a universal model. The vibrational backdrop of
“spacetime” is not static, nor is it constant throughout. A unique environment is provided by the
coherent field for each existence. When elements emerge from the ether, it is this vibrational
environment that determines which atomic spectrum can be sustained. The vibrational
environment interacts with the emergent atomic spectrum to manifest a specific set of elements.

For a given dimension, an overall “container” or base class frequency can be assigned to it.
Further, for a given universe within that dimension, a harmonic of the parent class identifies it.
All universes are inherited from a parent dimension class. Finally, for a given cosmological body
residing in a specific universe, the gravity of that body provides the final parameters defining the
vibrational environment. As the atomic spectrum interacts with this environment, specific atoms
resonate into existence.

Resident Frequency
The three components of the vibrational environment - dimension, universe, gravity - can be
summed up in the “resident” frequency. The dimensional and universal constructs are the
“spacetime” frequency.

{ dimension n + universe n = spacetime x }

1 Electron shells are now more accurately referred to as magnetic fields.



Spacetime frequency = dimensional + universal frequencies

The specific cosmological body residing in any particular universe - planet, star, etc. - is called
“gravity”. It is the sum of these three nested vibrational components that provide the
environment for any emergent atomic spectrum. The resident frequency is a three part fractal
harmonic construct: the dimensional frequency plus the universal frequency plus the
cosmological body. To simplify:
A given dimension combined with a given universe:

{ dimension n + universe n = spacetime x }

A given spacetime frequency combined with the gravity frequency:
{ spacetime x + gravity n = resident x }

A loose musical analogy would be three nested spheres composed of octaves, chords and
notes. The dimensional frequency is the outer sphere (dimension), the octave. The middle
sphere represents the chords derived from the container octave (universe). The innermost
sphere is a specific note of the chord. A container environment produces child environments as
fractal harmonics. The final resident frequency provides the atomic home of manifestation.

As an example, given spacetime (x) + gravity (earth), we have the Ajax Model atomic spectrum
as shown. Due to different gravity values on Venus and the Sun, a slightly different Ajax Model
would apply there.



The Sun, Earth and Venus - each with a unique atomic vibrational spectrum

The concept of dimension, universal and local gravity frequencies is a much broader topic to be
covered in more detail in another book. This is touching on the physics of multi-dimensional
access and travel. Here, the basic foundation is being presented to help introduce the flexibility
of the Ajax Model. Now, let’s jump into the details of our resident frequency and its
corresponding atomic spectrum.

Unfolding in a Natural Order
In the previous chapter the “proton-electron” pair was introduced. This construct is the basic
post-neutron building block of all atoms. The primary subatomic components of the atom are
neutrons, protons and electrons. However, these are not viewed as particles, per se. Rather,
they are subtle wave patterns working together to give the appearance of form manifestation. In
terms of how each atom is formed, it is the proton-electron pair that is responsible for the
subsequent geometric shape, which is touched on briefly here. For more details, see the next
chapter, “Atomic Components”.

The positively charged proton and the negatively charged electron are always paired; they are
tethered together by a set of magnetic columns called the vortex tube.



The proton-electron pair, connected by the vortex tube (shown without magnetic field / electron shell)

The proton arises from the neutron orbitals - the neutron event horizon. The three nested tori of
each proton converge in harmonic fashion to produce positive charge, which bursts forth from
the proton orbital event horizon surrounded by a magnetic column called the vortex tube. The
termination of the electric charge is the electron - the absence, the void back to the atomic
singularity. The electron event horizon is defined by a surrounding magnetic field. Each proton
and electron are bound together, forming a pair.

As each new proton-electron pair is introduced it signifies a new element. The protons are
attempting to fall back into the void from which they arose, the formless ether. The neutron
orbitals help suspend them in sub-spacetime. They are cavitating - inward attraction
symmetrically. This cavitating force forms a specific geometric shape. Conversely, the electrons
are attempting to disperse - an outward radiative expansion, they are symmetrically opposed to
each other. They form an identical geometric shape from the parent proton orbital, but much
larger (relatively speaking). The protons and electrons are connected by the vortex tube - the
three components representing the electromagnetic standing wave of manifestation. The shape
of the proton orbital matches the shape of the electron orbital, which becomes more apparent as
the number of proton-electron pairs increases, as well as the number of electron shells (aka
magnetic fields).

The following set of images shows the first eight elements, starting with hydrogen. As each
proton-electron pair is introduced it forces the previous pairs to readjust their geometric
configuration; they push each other around until a symmetric equidistance is achieved. The
eighth element is oxygen, which completes the first shell of the Ajax Model - a dual-paired
tetrahedron, with eight vertices.

Hydrogen - 1 pair (no magnetic field) Helium - 2 pairs (no magnetic field)



Lithium - 3 pairs (no magnetic field) Beryllium - 4 pairs

Boron - 5 pairs Carbon - 6 pairs

Nitrogen - 7 pairs Oxygen - 8 pairs

Note: the symmetrical boron and nitrogen images are not available; variations are shown here.



With every new proton-electron pair introduced, the existing proton-electron pairs readjust their
positions relative to each other to maintain symmetry - equidistance between all protons and
equidistance between all electrons. An example of equidistance is shown below. The lithium
atom, composed of three proton-electron pairs; both the protons and electrons are 120-degrees
apart from each other.

Lithium - equidistance between each proton and each electron

Each new proton-electron pair introduced “unfolds” into its symmetrical position. For the first
electron shell, complete symmetry is the dual-tetrahedron, allowing eight proton-electron pairs.
Carbon, at six pairs, approaches max symmetry in the shape of a cube (six faces). Given the
resident frequency for Earth, maximum resonance for the first shell is a dual-tetrahedron2.
A ninth pair added signifies the beginning of the second electron shell. This unfolding continues,
eventually producing 12 nested Platonic solid shapes - the 12 electron shells of the Ajax Model.

Geometric Symmetry
The geometric shapes the elements form at the completion of each shell follow a repeated
order. Dual-pairs are alternated with regular Platonic shapes. When the number of
proton-electron pairs match that shape of maximum symmetry3, another electron shell is
complete. The Ajax Model is composed of the following Platonic solids:

3 Maximum symmetry for Earth’s resident frequency, or maximum resonance.
2 The dual-tetrahedron has eight vertices and eight faces, though visually is often mistaken for a cube.



The six primary Platonic solids making up the Ajax Model

The first five shells are composed of the above Platonics, minus the last icosahedron, in the
order shown. Then, this pattern is repeated for shells six through 10. Shell #11 is the
dual-tetrahedron, and shell #12 is the icosahedron. The 12 shells complete the Ajax Model.



Octaves
Each outer shell is essentially an octave above its parent shell, which will be represented
vibrationally. Keep in mind, on the atomic level for elements in the 12th shell, there are 12
nested proton shells (orbitals), which have an event horizon boundary. Outside of that, there are
12 nested electron shells, also composed of an electron event horizon. All these proton-electron
pairs are bound together by vortex tubes. The heaviest elements are literally 12 smaller proton
geometric shapes (proton orbitals), each connected to a larger matching electron geometric
shape. Each proton shell is connected to its corresponding electron shell via vortex tubes.
Imagine 12 nested rotors all spinning independently of each other, but their boundaries are
crossed by the connecting vortex tubes.

Simple representation of the 12 proton “orbitals” and corresponding 12 electron shells

The proton orbitals match the corresponding electron orbitals. The first shell of the Ajax Model is
the dual-paired tetrahedron, composed of eight vertices. For simplicity, if we ignore the faces, it
is easier to visualize this as a cube - also composed of eight vertices.

Below is the oxygen atom. The eight protons are located at the eight vertices of a
dual-tetrahedron (let’s say a cube for the example). This corresponds to the innermost circle, the
proton group, in the above diagram. Enlarge the cube, and now you have the eight electron
locations. This electron cube corresponds to the innermost circle of the larger set of electron
circles - the electron group. Each proton is connected to an electron by the vortex tube. The two
cubes are locked into place in relation to each other.



A proton “cube” within an electron “cube” - oxygen

The second complete shell is silicon, represented by the six faces of a cube. The silicon atom is
an oxygen atom surround by a carbon atom:

Oxygen → 8 proton-electron pairs

+

Carbon → 6 proton-electron pairs

=

Silicon → 14 proton-electron pairs



When the double-cube oxygen is surrounded by the larger double-cube carbon, we have the
completion of the 2nd shell: silicon.

Silicon’s first shell is a dual-tetrahedron (oxygen); the second shell is a cube (carbon). Together
they represent silicon, and the completion of the second shell. The remaining elements follow
suit, increasing in complexity. The following is a list of elements that complete each of the 12
shells:

Element Shell # Platonic

oxygen 1 dual-tetrahedron

silicon 2 hexahedron4

vanadium 3 dual-hexahedron / octahedron

copper 4 dodecahedron

zirconium 5 dual-dodecahedron / icosahedron

cadmium 6 dual-tetrahedron

cesium 7 hexahedron

holmium 8 dual-hexahedron / octahedron

uranium 9 dodecahedron

nobelium 10 dual-dodecahedron / icosahedron

lawrencium 11 dual-tetrahedron

organesson 12 icosahedron

4 Hexahedron - a polyhedron with six faces, also considered a cube.



Solfeggio Resonance
In this new physics vibration and resonance are fundamental constructs. Consider a black hole -
the monopole consumer of vibration. An atom, being the black hole’s antithesis, produces
vibration. The gradient pre-space boundary layers of each neutron, proton and electron zone
create a resonance. Like the musical diatonic scale, each element resembles a note within an
octave. A new octave gives rise to new notes which inherit from the parent octave. Elements are
created based on harmonic versions of a previous base class. This concept leads to the need
for a new atomic lexicon to be developed.

The table below describes the Platonic solid vertex-to-face ratio and how electron shell octaves
are derived. The first shell is a dual-tetrahedron, which has reached maximum symmetry at an
equal number of vertices and faces; eight. The next shell, the cube, has a difference of two - six
faces; eight vertices = a difference of two. This is the premise underlying the phi harmonic
resonance established between the electron shells.

The 12 Platonic shells of the Ajax Model - octaves of the parent

The octaves here are not linear. Traditionally octaves are thought of as a simple doubling of a
frequency. In the case of atomic electron shells, a new type of “Solfeggio resonance” is
established. This is a non-linear reproduction of the fundamental frequency utilizing the 3-6-9
digital root concept established by the Solfeggio frequencies. This is based on the phi5

relationship between the “electric” and “magnetic” bound forces of electromagnetism.

5 Phi, or “golden ratio”, approximately equal to 1.618



This electron shell resonance performs the action of dynamic sequencing. Much like a feedback
loop in electronics, the shells are continually expanding and contracting, charging and
discharging energy as scalar frequencies. One shell will expand as a phi harmonic; the next
contracts as a result, a collapsing phi harmonic; a chain reaction sequencing is the result.

This Solfeggio resonance is also occurring in all neutron and proton formation. It is an extremely
important and pervasive mechanism to understand, and plays an integral role in all scalar type
vibrations.

Ajax McIntosh Model
Dunedain is providing various versions of the Ajax Model for educational purposes. We have
produced posters, two 3D printable versions with independently spinning shells, and several
virtual reality software programs - all designed to help convey the concepts of the new
multidimensional model of the periodic table of elements. Below are several examples.

Pizza Ajax Model
The “Pizza Ajax Model” is designed to hang on a wall. It is composed of 12 moving concentric
circles - the electron shells. Elements can be grouped, for example, by density, chemical family,
energetic structures, precession etc. These new properties will be discussed in upcoming
chapters.

Ajax Model “Pizza” - hanging (Mendeleev’s model for comparison)



“Pizza Ajax Model” - removable element symbols with
new properties and behaviors. Designed to move
around in any given shell, only within that shell.

The electron shells are sliding concentric circles for
rearrangement and specific grouping.

Ajax Model
This is a work in progress 3-dimensional version of the Ajax Model, designed to be 3D printed.
The innermost first shell (dual-tetrahedron) is about 1” in diameter; the 12th outer shell is
approximately 40” diameter. Each shell spins independently on its axis, connected to its
container parent shell.



Ajax Model 3D printed version - the 12 nested Platonics spin independently

The next version will contain actual element locations at the Platonic vertices, along with a
digital display panel for specific element properties.

Ajax Model in Virtual Reality
Dunedain has produced several virtual reality applications for new physics. As of this writing, the
content includes the Ajax Model, new atomic structure and several new atomic properties and
behaviors, and energy/matter interactions. We have an entire curriculum designed for upcoming
virtual reality development.

The Ajax Model virtual reality application allows impressive zoom and rotate capabilities to
simulate multi-shell rotation and specific element selection. Comparisons between Mendeleev’s
model are included.



Ajax Model in virtual reality

2D model in virtual reality 3D model in virtual reality



Ajax Model Posters

Ajax Model poster



Ajax Model poster - Platonics

Solfeggio harmonics poster



Summary

The Ajax McIntosh Model provides a natural representation of the atomic spectrum of elements.
Whether in two dimensions or three, physical or digital, this model more closely represents the
118 +/- elements that provide the building blocks for our universe…or at least planet Earth.
There are more, and less, depending on where you go within this universe - all with varying
properties based on the resonance created by the resident frequency.

This model, along with the dimensional vibration model, is a work in progress. It is the beginning
of the exploration of a new understanding of energy, resonance and force which continually
reveal common natural patterns; the expression of motion and creation that follow a natural
order.

We now have a basic vibrational model to help understand how the fundamental force of
consciousness drives everything into existence. And we now have an atomic spectrum of the
elements specific for planet Earth, the new periodic table of vibration. In the next chapter the
exploration of the new atomic structure begins in the “Atomic Components”.
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